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i agree with the poster who said that translation software should be an integral part of an agency's
workflow. translation agencies who pay their trados their usual ridiculous rates will always find a
reason not to use them. i was just about to open trados, open a doc in which i had translated a

document, drag and drop it into the trados window. i don't know why i did this - i usually just open the
document directly or use the open source 'translate from ms word' tool. after i dragged the file into

trados, it just sat there for a couple of seconds, and as soon as i tried to drag it into a second
document it closed. my agency's trados are part of the microsoft office suite, and the translators know
they will be buying it even if they are only translating for five or ten hours. i work at a company that

uses trados. we have a corporate translation department, which works on translations for companies.
they use these software to work faster and it does work really fast but there are other tools that could
accomplish faster. generally, they mainly use them to make the work faster not provide better results.
we do have employees that know how to use this software well so that they can provide better results
but the translators are not supposed to use that software. but still there are times that they do so. why
would anyone use a translator who does this? because they can work quicker with this software! i feel

a bit sorry for these translators though. it is so distracting, so inefficient, and so easy to miss
something. i think using this software should only be used for some short texts by some technical

people who have good computers.
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sdl trados has impressive documentation, but i found it fairly superficial, and i had to do a lot of
tweaking to get some of the texts correct. i would not encourage a translator to use a vendor program
that does not use an open source, open standard, and compatible framework, even though it may cost

a bit more. it makes the work, and your output, much more expensive. sdl trados 7 adds some nice
enhancements such as word synonyms in the control panel, which certainly will make the life of

translators much easier, but it is still in beta, and i would not recommend it until its stable. since it
does not integrate well with other programs, i would not recommend sdl trados 7 unless you are a

very serious user of trados. i tried sdl trados again and found it lacking in many ways. currently, sdl
trados is not supported by intersource and is obviously not supporting the new trados 7, so i would not

recommend trados 7 unless you know your customers will approve a license change to an older
version. it is possible to use sdl trados for one job only, but many are involving multiple languages. i

do not like this, it is far better for the translator to work in the style they are used to. i have used
trados successfully for years for freelance, although this was mainly the web and perhaps pdf
translation. i like to use the styles editor for web translation. i never used trados for campaign

translation. for that, deja vu had all the tools to make the task simple. and yes, i will not recommend
sdl trados for campaign translation unless i am paid twice. 5ec8ef588b
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